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Abstract

The aim of the present study was to analyse the factorial invariance of the Mac Donald and Mac Intrye’s Generic Job Satisfaction Scale in Argentina and Brazil. Researchers developed an instrumental cross-sectional study on a non-probabilistic sample of workers (n\textsubscript{Argentina} = 663, n\textsubscript{Brazil} = 672). The results indicate that the scale is invariant at configural (SB\textsubscript{χ2}/gl = 2.06, GFI = .96, CFI = .97, RMSEA = .03), metric (ΔGFI = .009, ΔCFI = .008, ΔRMSEA = .006), and scalar levels (ΔGFI = .007, ΔCFI = .009, ΔRMSEA = .004); whereas, partially invariant at a strict level. In turn, the comparison of latent and observed means shows that Brazilian participants are more satisfied with their jobs (M\textsubscript{Brazil} = 3.86, SD\textsubscript{Brazil} = .91, M\textsubscript{Argentina} = 3.52, SD\textsubscript{Argentina} = .90, t = 8.54, p < .000; CR = 11.062, p < .000), although it is in small effects (d = .37; r = .18). The results obtained indicate that the scale is adjusted to the model of strict factorial invariance, except for three of its items that only reached strong invariance.
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Resumen
El objetivo del presente estudio fue analizar la invarianza factorial de la Escala de Satisfacción Laboral Genérica de Mac Donald y Mac Intyre, en Argentina y Brasil. Se desarrolló un estudio instrumental de corte transversal sobre una muestra no probabilística de trabajadores ($n_{Argentina} = 663; n_{Brasil} = 672$). Los resultados indican que la escala es invariante a nivel configural ($SB_{χ^2/gf}=2.06, GFI=.96, CFI=.97, RMSEA=.03$), métrico ($ΔGFI=.009, ΔCFI=.008, ΔRMSEA=.006$) y escalar ($ΔGFI=.009, ΔCFI=.009, ΔRMSEA=.004$), mientras que es parcialmente invariante, a nivel estricto. A su vez, la comparación de las medias latentes y observadas muestra que los participantes brasileños se encuentran más satisfechos con su trabajo ($M_{Brasil}=3.86, DE_{Brasil}=.91; M_{Argentina}=3.52, DE_{Argentina}=.90; t=8.54, p<.000; CR=11.062, p<.000$), aunque se trata de efectos pequeños ($d=.37, r=.18$). Los resultados obtenidos indican que la escala se ajusta al modelo de invarianza factorial estricta para todos los ítems, a excepción de tres de ellos que solo alcanzaron invariancia fuerte.

Palabras clave: satisfacción en el trabajo; escala; análisis factorial multigrupo; invarianza factorial; estudio intercultural.

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the study of job satisfaction (JS) has become a central theme of organizational psychology (Judge, Weiss, Kammeyer-Mueller, & Hulin, 2017). The interest from academics and researchers to unravel the nature, determinants, and consequences of JS has its counterpart in the concern of managers and organizational leaders to know its impact on performance and business success. The current trend is to consider JS as an attitude towards work experiences, a conceptualization that has consensus among specialists, after having been considered, alternatively, as a logical and rational evaluation, or as an emotional response to work experiences (Salessi, 2014).

JS recognizes among its antecedents both dispositional and contextual variables. The analysis of the dispositional sources of JS has a rich and varied history. These studies have shown that traits such as self-esteem, locus of control, general self-efficacy, and emotional stability are conceptual and empirically relevant for JS (Judge et al., 2017). The literature review also shows links between JS and some sociodemographic variables such as age, sex, marital status, and tenure. The evidence indicates that the elderly, women, married workers, and those who report more tenure are the most satisfied with their work (Salessi, 2014). Among the situational variables, the empirical evidence indicates as main antecedents (Keller, & Semmer, 2013) the variables related to the design of the position (autonomy, meaning of the task, diversity of competencies required for its execution, etc.), as well as organizational practices (for example, work flexibility, support for work-family balance, etc.).
The importance of js lies in its beneficial effects for both the employee and the organization. That is, just as the organization can influence employee satisfaction through fair wage policies, training to increase productivity, rewards for outstanding executions, and the like; satisfied employees can contribute to reliable, responsible, and quality work, which reduces the internal costs of any production process (Sanín-Posada & Salanova-Soria, 2014). It has been emphasized (Zito et al., 2018) that js increases psychological well-being and reduces intentions to change jobs, as well as psychosomatic illnesses, stress, and anxiety. Likewise, it has been pointed out (Dou, Nie, Wang, & Liu, 2016) that js has a positive influence on satisfaction with life in general, and that personal satisfaction makes people work more efficiently and effectively. Parallelly, in recent years, differences in js between countries have begun to be analysed (Bentley, Coates, Dobson, Goedegebuure, & Meek, 2012). In this regard, it has been hypothesized that the perceptions of js would be impregnated both by the tendency of the members of a society to value positive affect and have a positive vision of life, as well as by the cultural patterns of socialization in accepting and identifying the positive affect from the experiences lived. Within this new line of research, researchers have begun to analyse the invariance of the instruments to measure js among distinct cultural groups. That is, the current concern is to have instruments that guarantee that the construct being evaluated (in this case, js) has the same meaning for the groups compared.

The measurement of JS

Among the instruments available to measure js, the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale (Mac Donald & Mac Intyre, 1997) stands out because it is a tool that can be administered in the same workplace and in a wide range of occupations. Unlike the scales that measure satisfaction as the average of the scores obtained in multiple aspects of the work, each one independent of the others (multidimensional approach), this scale explores overall attitude towards work, providing a generic assessment of the satisfaction of the worker (uni-dimensional approach). Both, the uni and the multidimensional approach have characterized the development of instruments to measure attitudes (Judge & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2012), although in the specific case of js the multidimensional scales have been strongly criticized because they presuppose that the facets of js are combined in a linear and additive way (Dalal & Credé, 2013) and, what is worse, because there is still no consensus regarding which are the relevant facets that make up the construct (Salessi, 2014).

Unlike the multidimensional scales that measure js through 50 or more items, the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale, developed in the framework of the uni-dimensional perspective, provides valid and reliable scores with only ten of them. Initial validation of this instrument (Mac Donald & Mac Intyre, 1997) was conducted on a sample of 885 Canadian workers, representatives of numerous occupations and organizations, in the city of Ontario. Exploratory factor analyses indicated retain 10 of the 44 items elaborated, which showed acceptable internal consistency (α = .77). Correlational analyses, meanwhile, confirmed the construct validity based on the significant associations found with variables such as work stress and life satisfaction. So far, the instrument has been adapted for use in some European and Asian countries (Bai, Kwok, Chan, & Ho, 2013; Van Saane, Sluiter, Verbeek, & Frings-Dresen, 2003). In Latin America, there are already adaptations made in Argentina (Salessi & Omar, 2016) and in Brazil (De Andrade, Omar, & Salessi, In Press).

The Argentine validation (Salessi & Omar, 2016) was carried out with a multi-occupational sample of 328 workers. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses showed a uni-dimensional solution with good fit indices. The model’s integrations consist of only seven items. Three items were removed for presenting low factor loadings,
namely: “I get along well with my bosses and supervisors”; “The company cares about me”, and “I think working is good for my health”. The reliability of the instrument reached satisfactory values, demonstrating that the seven items contribute significantly to measuring the construct.

The Brazilian validation (De Andrade, Omar, & Salessi, In Press), meanwhile, was carried out with a sample of 681 workers from the southeast of Brazil. The exploratory factor analysis indicated the adequacy of the scale to a uni-dimensional structure, which was confirmed by confirmatory factor analysis. This model was also composed of seven items since three had to be eliminated due to low factorial loads or redundancy due to the overlapping contents. Coincidentally, the items eliminated were the same from the Argentine validation. The reliability of the instrument was within the values recommended by international standards.

### Factorial Invariance Analysis

Factorial invariance refers to the process by which it is verified that the psychometric properties of the instruments (or their items) are independent of the characteristics of the groups under study, but not of the construct that the instrument measures (Byrne, 2008). It is the mechanism, which guarantees that the construct evaluated (in this case, js) has the same meaning in the groups compared. In other words, the factorial invariance ensures that the evaluated construct presents a similar meaning for the compared groups (Caycho, 2017).

Demonstrating the invariance of an instrument is crucial to compare the scores in samples from different countries. In practice, a researcher can compare the results of a test applied in different contexts when it shows that the values of the observed variables depend on the values obtained in the latent variable, independently of the groups studied (Wu, Li, & Zumbo, 2007). That is, an instrument is invariable when there are no biases in the scores due to the existence of different patterns of relations between its items and the latent variables (Elousa, 2005).

According to the recommendations of the specialists, the factorial invariance of an instrument is progressively evaluated (Elousa, 2005) through the verification of different levels, namely: configurational invariance, weak (or metric) invariance, strong (or scalar) invariance, and strict invariance. By configurational invariance, it is understood that people of different compared groups use the same conceptual framework to respond to the items, a mechanism that contributes for each item to saturate on the same factor (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). The configurational invariance requires that the latent variables are specified by the same manifest variables in the compared groups. By weak invariance, it is understood that the factor loadings of the items in each of the latent variables are equal in the groups compared. That is, in each group under study, the change of a unit in an item produces the same change in the factor with which it is associated (Wu et al., 2007). The strong invariance refers to the fact that both the factorial loading and the intercepts are the same in the groups compared. Strict invariance is the last step in the progressive analysis of factorial invariance. This type of invariance requires not only that factorial loads and intercepts be equal in the samples compared, but also the variances and covariances of the errors. The strict invariance shows that the instrument measures the construct in the same way in the groups considered.

The aim of this study was to analyze whether both Argentine and Brazilian workers interpret and respond similarly to items of the js scale. That is, if the factor structure underlying the js construct (as it has been operationalized on the scale developed by Mac Donald and Mac Intyre) remains invariant in the two groups considered or if the attributed cultural differences between the two countries have a negative impact on the invariance of the instrument. In this regard, it should be remembered that
previous cross-cultural studies (Omar et al., 2007) have highlighted some idiosyncratic notes of each country, contrasting the individualism and fatalism of Argentines to a more collectivist and optimistic view of life by Brazilians. Asymmetries and contrasts that could be explained by their different cultural roots and socialization processes. In this sense, for example, it has been reported (Omar, Uribe, Assmar, Ferreira, & Terrones, 2000) that, in the face of the causes of success/failure, Brazilians make more external attributions, and explain success as a result of the stability of the conditions of the environment, the mood, and the degree of difficulty of the task. These are self-protective mechanisms, own of a socialization characterized by expectations of control, influence, and power. Argentines, meanwhile, assign a greater role to internal causes and consider that success depends on the effort, dedication, and, to a lesser extent, the help of others more powerful. That is, mechanisms that rest in the process of socialization grounded on needs of achievement, self-realization, and affiliation.

In the face of such inter-country differences, it was considered appropriate to verify the factor invariance of the instrument. Having this type of information would allow implementing programs and making more effective organizational decisions since, despite the geographical proximity and the increase of economic collaboration between Brazil and Argentina, there are very few studies that have compared the perceptions of JS in both countries. In this sense, the review of the bibliography shows that in a cross-cultural study, focusing career dimensions and satisfaction with life, stronger relationships were observed between life and career satisfaction for Argentines than Brazilians (Punnett, Greenidge, & Ramsey, 2007). While in other cross-cultural research on stress and JS in academic professionals, it was observed that the Brazilian and Argentine participants reported less stress and less JS compared with professionals from Japan, Canada, Netherlands, Finland, and Korea (Shin & Jung, 2014).

Method

Design

The present work belongs to the category of instrumental study because its orientation was to the analysis of the psychometric properties of a measuring instrument (Ato, López, & Benavente, 2013).

Participants

Participants were 1350 Argentine and Brazilian workers, selected in a non-probabilistic manner. The description of each national sample is below.

_Argentine sample:_ It was integrated (by availability) by 669 workers (398 women and 271 men) from different public and private organizations located in Rosario and Gran Rosario. The average age was 34.48 years ($sd = 10.57$), while the average tenure was 8.50 years ($sd = 8.50$). Fifty-two percent of the participants were married or living with a partner, and 61% had completed higher education (tertiary or university). The 25.57% of the sample occupied medium-high positions in their respective organizations, while 75.43% of the sample worked in organizations belonging to the private sector. The distribution by activity branches was as follows: $31.72\%$ commerce and services; $25.89\%$ industry; $22.04\%$ health, and $20.35\%$ education. On average, participants worked 42 hours per week ($sd = 5.40$).

_Brazilian sample:_ From a sampling by availability, the sample was integrated of 681 workers (429 men and 252 women) from different organizations based in Vitoria, and Rio de Janeiro. The average age was 34.20 years ($sd = 8.50$), and the average tenure was 9.02 years ($sd = 9.30$). Fifty-eight percent of the participants were married or living with their partner. Forty-two percent had completed higher education (tertiary or university), and 57% worked in private sector organizations. The distribution by activity categories was as follows: $39\%$ commerce and services; $27\%$ industry; $24\%$ health, and $10\%$ education. On average, participants worked 43 hours per week ($sd = 6.50$).
**Procedure**

Durante el año 2017, se contactaron y se invitó a participar en el estudio a varias organizaciones brasileñas y argentinas. Para las fuentes de datos se acordaron fechas, horarios y otras condiciones con las organizaciones que aceptaron participar en la investigación. La participación de los trabajadores no fue compulsiva, y no se otorgaron incentivos de ningún tipo. Las voluntarias respondieron la encuesta en sus respectivas sedes, en grupos pequeños. Las instrucciones fueron entregadas para que respondieran, y se personalmente aclaró con cada participante. El estudio se llevó a cabo de acuerdo con los estándares éticos establecidos por la Declaración de Helsinki de 1964 y sus posteriores ampliaciones, así como por las éticas de la Psicología Estadística, la Asociación de Psicología Estadística, y el código ético de la Asociación Estadística Americana (2017). Las recomendaciones éticas de Conicet también fueron consideradas en la implementación del trabajo.

**Instrumento**

El Escala Genérica de Satisfacción Laboral (MacDonald, & Mac Intyre, 1997) fue usada, en su versión adaptada a Argentina (Salessi & Omar, 2016) y Brasil (De Andrade, Omar, & Salessi, In Press), respectivamente. Ambas versiones son integradas por siete ítems: “En mi trabajo puedo aplicar mis habilidades” (ítem 1); “En mi trabajo recibí reconocimiento por buen rendimiento” (ítem 2); “Me siento bien trabajando para esta empresa” (ítem 3); “Me siento cómodo con mis compañeros” (ítem 4); “Mi trabajo me da seguridad” (ítem 5); “Mi salario es adecuado” (ítem 6), y “En términos generales, tengo un buen trabajo” (ítem 7) con una escala Likert de 5 puntos (1 = totalmente desacuerdo; 5 = totalmente acuerdo).

Los resultados de la exploración y confirmación factoriial comunicación por los respectivos estudios de validación (Salessi & Omar, 2016; De Andrade, Omar, & Salessi, In Press) demostraron la relevancia de una medida modelo uniafactorial con siete indicadores como variables observables y sus respectivas errores de medición [Argentina: SBχ² = 1.97; GFI = .99; CFI = .99; RMSEA = .04 y Brasil: SBχ² = 2.14; GFI = .99; CFI = .98; RMSEA = .04]. Ambas versiones tienen una validez convergente-Discriminante adecuada [Argentina: AVE = .76; Brasil: AVE = .72], así como consistencia interna y fiabilidad de compuesto [Argentina: α = .90, cr = .87; Brasil: α = .77, cr = .70].

Para determinar si la escala permanece invariante en ambos países, un análisis factorial con confirmación de múltiples grupos fue realizado (Brown, 2015). El método máximo de likelihood robusto fue usado, dado el incumplimiento del supuesto de normalidad en la distribución de los ítems. Los análisis se realizaron...
on the matrix of polychoric correlations, which estimate the continuous variables underlying the items of ordinal nature (Hoffmann, Stover, de la Iglesia, & Fernández Liporace, 2013). A progressive evaluation was carried out (Elousa, 2005; Timmons, 2010), based on a sequential study that begins with the estimation of a free model and continues imposing restrictions until the model is rejected.

In this sense, we analysed: (a) the configural invariance, relative to the structure of the scale; (b) the metric or weak invariance, consisting of the equivalence of the factorial loads between the groups, in all the items; (c) the scalar or strong invariance, related to invariance in factorial loads and intercepts, and (d) the strict invariance, related to the invariance not only in the previous levels but also in the residual variances.

To evaluate the configurational invariance, the base model suggested by the empirical evidence (De Andrade, Omar, & Salessi, In Press; Salessi & Omar, 2016) was estimated free and simultaneously in both samples, analysing that: (a) the index $SB\chi^2$ on the degrees of freedom ($SB\chi^2/\nu$) was less than 3; (b) that the Goodness of Fit Index ($gfi$) and the Comparative Fit Index ($cfi$) reached values equal to or greater than .90, and (c) that the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation ($rmsea$) was less than .05 (Hair et al., 2010). For the evaluation of the metric, scalar, and strict invariance, the different nested models were analysed, that is, the model without restrictions and the models with restrictions on the various parameters. In this regard, following the criteria proposed by Cheung and Rensvold (2002), the difference between fit indices was considered assuming that, if the value of the difference between $gfi$ and $cfi$ between two nested models is higher than .010, or higher than .015 in $rmsea$, we should reject the model with more restrictions. This criterion was chosen instead of the chi-square difference test, taking into account the sensitivity of this estimator to the sample size (Barrera-Barrera, Navarro-García, & Peris-Ortiz, 2015). Data processing and analysis were done with the following software: Factor version 8 (descriptive analysis of items, intercorrelations, and univariate normality test), EQS version 6.2 (progressive invariance analysis and kurtosis multi-normality analysis), and SPSS version 23 (means comparison analysis, estimation of missing values, and univariate outliers).

### Results

**Exploratory Analysis**

The percentage of missing values for each sample did not exceed 5%; they were replaced by the estimation-maximization method (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). In the Argentine sample, six cases were detected that fulfilled the condition to be considered multivariate atypical; whereas, in the Brazilian sample, nine were identified that presented $D^2$ with a probability equal to or lower than .001. Such observations were eliminated from the data matrix. Table 1 presents the inter-correlations between items, descriptive statistics, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

Although the values of asymmetry and univariate kurtosis corresponding to the Argentine sample were below the tolerable limit, in the Brazilian sample, observations showed that items 3 and 7 presented $D^2$ values of kurtosis higher than 1.60. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov ($ks$) test led to reject the null hypothesis of normality for all the items in both samples. At the same conclusion arrived the authors after analysing de QQ plots. In turn, the coefficient of normalized multivariate kurtosis was located outside the recommended range, both in the Argentine sample ($mk = 19.23$) and Brazilian sample ($mk = 29.36$). These results demonstrated the non-compliance of the normality assumption, justifying the use of robust estimators for the invariance analysis.

**Invariance analysis**

Table 2 shows the fit indices corresponding to the nested models.
### Table 1.

*Matrix of inter-item correlations, descriptive statistics and KS tests corresponding to the items of the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale for each sample (n_{Argentina} = 663; n_{Brasil} = 672).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>.51**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.43**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.52**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.55**</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.55**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.54**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.55**</td>
<td>.52**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.58**</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>.59**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- $M_{Argentina}$: 3.35 3.37 3.68 3.86 3.50 3.11 3.81
- $SD_{Argentina}$: 1.15 1.17 1.10 1.14 1.15 1.20 1.11
- $S_{Argentina}$: -.62 .49 .86 -1.31 -.66 -.21 .95
- $K_{Argentina}$: -.57 1.19 1.40 21 .69 -1.18
- $KS_{Argentina}$: 5.19** 4.09** 5.07** 6.31** 5.10** 4.12** 6.15**

- $M_{Brasil}$: 3.38 3.35 3.64 3.91 4.08 3.28 4.10
- $SD_{Brasil}$: .95 1.22 .90 .95 .83 .91 .91
- $S_{Brasil}$: -1.34 -.36 1.35 1.14 -1.37 .31 -1.36
- $K_{Brasil}$: 1.23 -2.22 1.89 .99 1.26 -1.04 1.71
- $KS_{Brasil}$: 6.45** 5.21** 8.93** 6.44** 6.82** 3.97** 7.40**

*Note: ** = p < .01. The inter-correlations between the items corresponding to the Brazilian sample are reported on the diagonal. S= skewness, K= kurtosis, KS= Kolmogorov-Smirnov.*

### Table 2.

*Fit indices corresponding to the nested models.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$SB\chi^2 / gl$</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>ACFI</th>
<th>ARMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M₀: without restrictions</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>.963</td>
<td>.976</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₁: restrictions on factor loads</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>.968</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₂: restrictions on loads and intercepts</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>.947</td>
<td>.959</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₃: restrictions on loads, intercepts and residual variances</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td>.923</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₄: restrictions on charges, intercepts and residual variances (without restrictions on $\Theta$ in item 5)</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>.927</td>
<td>.941</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₅: restrictions on charges, intercepts and residual variances (without restrictions on $\Theta$ in item 5 and 6)</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>.939</td>
<td>.959</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₆: restrictions on charges, intercepts and residual variances (without restrictions on $\Theta$ in item 5, 6 and 7)</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>.942</td>
<td>.963</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, the base model (M₀) suggested by the theory and the empirical evidence (De Andrade, Omar, & Salesi, In Press; Salesi & Omar, 2016) was estimated free and simultaneously obtaining an adequate fit for both samples. Such results provided evidence of configural invariance and allowed to continue with the next level of nesting: the weak invariance. In this sense, the model (M₁) was re-specified, forcing the factorial saturation matrix of the Argentine sample to be equivalent to the factorial saturation matrix of the Brazilian one. The differences observed between the GFI, CFI, and RMSEA indices were within the ranges recommended by the specialized literature, demonstrating the metric invariance between the two samples.

Next, we proceeded to evaluate the strong factorial invariance, imposing the equivalence between intercepts. The indices obtained show an optimal adjustment of this model, both independently evaluated and analysed with respect to its nesting with the metric invariance model (M₀). Once the strong invariance was confirmed, the analysis was continued by imposing the equivalence between the error variances in order to examine the strict invariance. On this occasion, the difference between the statisticians exceeded the tolerable value, leading to reject this model (M₁). Following the suggestions of the specialized literature (Boomsma, 2000; Lei, & Wu, 2012), the statistically significant restrictions (p < .05) were identified from the Lagrange Multiplier. This indicator suggested that releasing the restrictions imposed on the error variances of items 5, 6, and 7 could lead to an improvement in the adjustment. Based on this information, we proceeded to relax the equality criterion in a progressive way for each of these items (Elousa, 2005). After eliminating the restriction in the residual variance of item 5, an improvement in the adjustment was observed with respect to the strict invariance model (M₃a). However, the difference between the indices continued to be higher than the cut-off point set, so it was decided to relax also the restriction that weighed on the error variance of item 6. Once again, an improvement in the adjustment was obtained, but the differences continued exceeding the tolerable values (M₃b). Therefore, it was decided to release the parameter corresponding to item 7, obtaining an appropriate adjustment for the partial strict invariance model (M₃c).

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale is configural, metric, and scalar invariant between Brazil and Argentina; whereas, it conforms to strict factor invariance model only partially. That is to say, except for the error variances corresponding to item 5 (“My job gives me security”), item 6 (“My salary is appropriate”), and item 7 (“Considering it in general terms I have a good job”).

**Differences in JS in Brazilian and Argentine workers**

Once the factorial invariance was verified, possible differences between the observed and latent means were analysed to check if Brazil and Argentina differed significantly in the structure of means. The statistical significance associated with the differences between the observed ones was determined on the basis of the Student’s t-statistic. The possible differences between the latent means of the construct, meanwhile, were analysed from the model of complete scalar invariance (M₂). In line with the procedure recommended by the literature (Bentler, 2006, Dimitrov, 2010), the value of the mean for the Argentine sample was fixed at 0, and the one for the Brazilian sample was freely estimated. The statistical significance of the differences was determined based on the computation of the critical ratio (CR). A CR value greater than 1.96 indicates statistically significant differences. If this value is positive, it implies that the contrast group (in this case, Brazil) has a higher latent mean compared to the reference group (in this case, Argentina). Conversely, if the CR is negative, the reference group has a higher latent mean than the contrast group.
The results indicated that the observed mean of js was significantly higher in the Brazilian sample ($M_{\text{Brasil}} = 3.86$, $sd_{\text{Brasil}} = .91$; $M_{\text{Argentina}} = 3.52$, $sd_{\text{Argentina}} = .90$; $t = 8.54$, $p < .000$). Differences in latent mean corroborated this finding. In this regard, the $CR$ obtained ($CR = 11.062$, $p < .000$) indicated that the Brazilian sample had a latent mean in js higher than the Argentine one. However, the effect size, using Cohen’s $d$ statistic (Lakens, 2013), showed that it was a small difference ($d = .37$; $r = .18$).

Discussion

The current trend in instrumental studies, aimed at the validation and psychometric analysis of psychological measures, indicates the relevance of providing evidence to support that the measurement model is independent of the cultural and sociodemographic characteristics of the participants. Only if the factorial invariance of an instrument is verified empirically, it is possible to establish if the distribution of the scores observed in the answers depends solely on the space of the latent dimension evaluated (Byrne, 2008; Caycho, 2017; Cheung, & Rensvold, 2002; Dimitrov, 2010; Elousa, 2005; Wu et al., 2007).

Regarding the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale of Mac Donald and Mac Intyre (1997), although several instrumental studies have been developed in Europe, Asia, and Latin America (Bai et al., 2013; Salessi & Omar, 2016; van Saane et al., 2003), to date there is no evidence of its factorial invariance in the framework of cross-cultural research. In order to cover this empirical gap, the objective of this study was to analyze whether the scale, in its adapted and validated version for Argentina (Salessi & Omar, 2016) and Brazil (De Andrade, Omar, & Salessi, In Press), constitutes an instrument invariant at the configural, metric, scalar, and strict levels, respectively.

The progressive evaluation developed allowed to conclude that the instrument analyzed is, in the first place, configural invariant. It is worth mentioning that js, as a latent variable, is specified by the same manifest variables (items) in the two compared samples (Bentler, 2006; Brown, 2015). This result implies the substantive equivalence of the construct job satisfaction, as it is operationalized by the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale, between the two cultures.

Second, the scale has been shown to be invariant at the metric level, since each of its items presented equivalent saturations in the latent factor. In parallel, the results also indicate the scalar invariance, since the loads and intercepts between the groups are equivalent for all items. Such findings show that the instrument measures the same construct and that the items are psychometrically equivalent, presenting the same capacity for discrimination. So that, among a set of possible answers, they evoke with the same level of aptitude the same specific response between the subjects (Elousa, 2005).

With respect to strict invariance, the analysis showed that this was only partially achieved since the residual variances corresponding to three items showed not to be equivalent. The strict invariance ensures that the error variance is the same in the groups compared. It is worth saying that, under strict invariance, group differences in the variances of the observed variables are attributable only to group differences in variances of latent variables. In this sense, one could hypothesize that cultural differences could be behind these results. Considering that js is an attitude related to work and interpersonal relationships that are interwoven in the workplace (supervisors, bosses, co-workers, clients), one would think that both the axiological profile and the motivational profile would impact its development. In other words, one might think, for example, the greater tendency towards collectivism by Brazilians, as well as their more optimistic vision of life, would lead them to experience greater js, so that such characteristics would contribute to the development of feelings of greater collective well-being and interpersonal cooperation, as well as more positive emotional
ties with the organization; perhaps because they perceive it as their main reference group and as the basis of their personal identity.

Based on the results obtained, it is possible to conclude that the Argentine and Brazilian adaptation of the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale had a factorial structure that adjusts to the strict factorial invariance model for all the items, except for the last three, which are equivalent in their configuration, load, and intercepts, but not in the residual variances. The determination of strong invariance allows comparing latent means since it offers guarantees to assume that the differences between the groups are due to the factors (Lei, & Wu, 2012; Wu et al., 2007).

In relation to this question, the analysis of the latent and observed means of js indicates significant differences between the compared samples. Indeed, the Brazilian sample presents higher means in js, which allows inferring that Brazilian workers are more satisfied with their work situation. However, the calculation of the effect size shows that these are small differences. These results coincide with the findings reported by other studies (Bentley et al., 2012; Ritter, & Anker, 2002), as well as with the conclusions reached by some well-known human resources consultants (Ranstad, 2016).

Like all research work, this study presents strengths and limitations. Regarding the latter, we must mention the representativeness of the sample, which was selected in a non-probabilistic manner. Although this circumstance limits the generalization of the results, as a palliative, the construction of the sample included workers from a wide range of activities. Nevertheless, it is recommended to continue analyzing the properties of this scale in larger and heterogeneous samples. It would also be important for future research to examine whether the items that were not equivalent present a differential functioning.

Despite these limitations, this research constitutes a significant contribution to organizational literature, of a cross-cultural nature, in the Latin American context. In this regard, although research aimed at understanding the perceptions and motivations underlying the behavior of workers from different national groups is gaining importance in recent years, comparative studies between two South American countries are scarce, because most of the comparisons are made between North American, European, or Asian workers, where the socio-economic conditions are very different from Latin American ones.

In our region, the same as in the rest of the world, globalization gradually reduces the boundaries between workplaces geographically distant. For this reason, having a tool with proven psychometric properties, such as the one presented here, has important practical implications for researchers, managers, organizational psychologists, and occupational health professionals. Therefore, the use of this instrument is recommended for several reasons. First, for allowing to measure and permanently monitor the degree of js of employees, regardless of their country of origin. Second, offering information to create organizational environments that favor more experiences of js. Finally, for favoring the implementation of practices and interventions that result in higher levels of js, productivity, and organizational health.

The main strength of this research lies, possibly, on the fact that it is the first study focused on analyzing the invariance of a js measurement instrument. In this way, in addition to providing additional evidence on the psychometric properties of the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale (Bai et al., 2013, Salesi & Omar, 2016, van Saane et al., 2003), it allows concluding that the differences observed in the levels of satisfaction between Brazilian and Argentine workers are, in fact, due to real differences in the variable. In this sense, it is noteworthy that the absence of factorial invariance can generate erroneous or biased interpretations when comparing different groups, so there is no certainty whether they are due to real differences in the construct or to the differential performance of the indicators (Byrne, 2008; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002).
The generalization of psychological constructs entails the need to standardize measurement instruments beyond specific cultures or languages. The comparison in the framework of transcultural research is an acceptable practice only if its formal and substantive equivalence is justified empirically. For this, it is essential to have empirical evidence to ensure that the construct has the same meaning in the groups since it does not make sense to compare scores in a construct between groups that do not have the same representation of it (Caycho, 2017). Paraphrasing Elousa (2005), it is possible to affirm that only the results of an invariance analysis can justify the comparisons between different groups.
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